Methylphenidate treatment increases hippocampal BDNF levels but does not improve memory deficits in hypoxic-ischemic rats

Running head: MPH does not improve memory deficits in HI rats
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Abstract

Background: Methylphenidate (MPH) is a stimulant drug mainly prescribed to treat cognitive impairments in Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). We demonstrated that neonatal hypoxia-ischemia (HI) induced attentional deficits in rats and MPH administration reversed these deficits. However, MPH effects on memory deficits after the HI procedure have not been evaluated yet. Aims: We aimed at analyzing learning and memory performance of young HI rats after MPH administration and associate their performance with BDNF levels in the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus. Methods: Male Wistar rats were divided into four groups (n=11-13/group): control saline (CTS), control MPH (CTMPH), HI saline (HIS) and HIMPH. The HI procedure was conducted at postnatal day (PND) 7 and memory tasks between PND 30-45. MPH administration (2.5mg/kg, i.p.) occurred 30min prior to each behavioral session and daily, for 15 days, for the BDNF assay (n=5-7/group). Results: As expected, HI animals demonstrated learning and memory deficits in the Novel-object recognition (NOR) and Morris water maze (MWM) tasks. However, MPH treatment did not improve learning and memory deficits of these animals in the MWM - and even disrupted the animals' performance in the NOR task. Increased BDNF levels were found in the hippocampus of HIMPH animals, which seem to have been insufficient to improve memory deficits observed in this group. Conclusions: The MPH treatment was not able to improve memory deficits resulting from the HI procedure considering a dose of 2.5 mg/kg. Further studies investigating different MPH doses would be necessary to determine a dose-response relationship in this model.

Funding: CAPES, CNPq.
Methylphenidate (MPH) is the first choice drug for the treatment of children and adolescents with Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, 2018). Even though inattention and hyperactivity have been considered the main dysfunctions in ADHD patients, learning and memory deficits are frequently described, and are considered important co-morbidities (Andersen et al., 2013; Mangina and Beuzeron-Mangina, 2009).

Although the MPH’s precise neurochemical mechanism of action is under debate, it is recognized to block both dopamine (DA) and norepinephrine (NE) transporters (DAT and NET, respectively), reducing the clearance of these neurotransmitters from the synaptic cleft. It was shown that low doses of MPH preferentially increased NE and DA extracellular concentration within the prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Berridge et al., 2006), while more potent effects were observed on hippocampal NE than on striatal DA (Kuczenski and Segal, 2001).

Therefore, MPH treatment in ADHD patients has been associated to improvements in both executive functions impairments (mainly related to PFC function) (Kramer et al., 2001; Sunohara et al., 1999), and memory deficits dependent on hippocampal activity (Bedard and Tannock, 2008; Rhodes et al., 2006; Verster et al., 2010). Based on the potential cognitive enhancement associated with this drug, it has been increasingly used by healthy students (Guthrie et al., 2003) but inconsistent findings are observed across individuals diagnosed or not with ADHD (for review (Cools and D'Esposito, 2011). For example, our group demonstrated that MPH administration in control rats affects learning during an attentional
set-shifting task (Miguel et al., 2019a) and this finding agrees with the current literature proposing that excessive DA and NE activity in the PFC (which may occur by MPH administration) could disturb cognition (Arnsten, 2011; Floresco, 2013).

DA stimulation regulates the expression of neurotrophic factors in the brain, such as the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) (Iwakura et al., 2008; Kuppers and Beyer, 2001; Williams and Undieh, 2009). For example, experimental findings demonstrated that DAT-knockout (DAT-KO) rodents have dysregulated BDNF expression in both frontal cortex and striatum (Fumagalli et al., 2003; Leo et al., 2018). This neurotrophin is involved in neuronal growth and survival, neurotransmitter modulation and neuronal plasticity – crucial for learning and memory (Bathina and Das, 2015). For this reason, decreased BDNF activity is hypothesized to be associated with ADHD pathophysiology (Tsai, 2007; Tsai, 2017). Lower serum BDNF levels were observed in boys with ADHD-inattentive subtype when compared to healthy controls, and these levels increase to a higher extent in the inattentive group after 8 weeks of MPH treatment (Akay et al., 2018). Amiri and colleagues also reported increased BDNF levels in ADHD subjects after 6 weeks of MPH treatment (Amiri et al., 2013), reinforcing the relationship between DA signaling and BDNF production.

Pregnancy and birth complications, such as perinatal hypoxia-ischemia (HI), are environmental conditions associated with an increased risk for ADHD (Millichap, 2008; Zhu et al., 2016). Recently, we demonstrated that children exposed to several mild perinatal hypoxic-ischemic events and expressing a differential genotype associated with DA signaling in the PFC have impaired executive function, demonstrating the interaction between genetic and environmental factors for this phenotype (Miguel et al., 2019b). Neonatal HI has been
extensively modeled in rodents aiming at determining underlying mechanisms and effectiveness of therapeutic interventions (Yager and Ashwal, 2009). We have shown that HI induction using the well-recognized model of Levine-Vannucci (Vannucci and Vannucci, 2005) is able to induce ADHD-related phenotypes in adult rats, such as attentional and executive function impairments (Miguel et al., 2018; Miguel et al., 2015). Recently, we also demonstrated that acute MPH administration reverses executive function impairments in adolescent rats submitted to neonatal HI (Miguel et al., 2019a). However, MPH effects concerning memory deficits dependent on the hippocampus have not been studied yet in the HI model.

Thus, we aimed to analyze the effects of MPH in control and hypoxic-ischemic rats using two different memory tasks, the novel-object recognition (NOR) and the Morris Water maze (MWM). The NOR task measures episodic, non-spatial memory, and does not involve primary reinforcement such as food or electric shocks (Ennaceur and Delacour, 1988) while the MWM evaluates spatial learning and memory using an aversive condition (Vorhees and Williams, 2006). Additionally, BDNF levels were analyzed in both groups after MPH treatment - in the PFC and hippocampus - considering their importance in ADHD pathophysiology and neuronal plasticity. We hypothesized that MPH administration improves cognitive deficits resulting from neonatal HI via an increase in brain BDNF levels.

Materials and Methods

Animals
Male Wistar rats were obtained from the Central Animal House of the Institute of Basic Health Sciences (Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul) and maintained in a controlled room temperature (22–24°C) on a 12:12h light/dark cycle, with food and water available ad libitum. On the 7th PND, pups were randomly distributed into control and HI groups and then subdivided into saline and MPH treatment, resulting in four experimental groups: control treated with saline (CTS, n=11), control treated with MPH (CTMPH, n=13), HI treated with saline (HIS, n=13) and HI treated with MPH (HIMPH, n=12). Female pups of the litters were used for another research project. Animals were maintained with their dams until PND 21 when they were weaned and housed in 3-4 per cage (Plexiglas cages), with one treatment assigned to each cage that contained animals from both control and hypoxia-ischemia groups mixed up. Another set of animals (n=5-6/group), that did not undergo behavioral tasks, was used for BDNF immunoassay. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee on Animal Use (Nº 29750) and were in accordance with the National Institutes of Health guide for the care and use of Laboratory animals (NIH Publications No. 8023), the guide of the Federation of Brazilian Societies for Experimental Biology and the Arouca Law (Nº 11.794/2008).

Hypoxia-ischemia (HI)

The HI procedure was induced based on the protocol developed by Levine (Levine, 1960) and modified by Rice-Vannucci (Rice et al., 1981; Vannucci and Vannucci, 2005). At PND 7, rats were anesthetized with halothane (2–4%) and an incision on the ventral surface of the neck was made to permit access to the right common carotid artery. After isolation of...
the artery from other surrounding anatomical structures, it was permanently occluded with a surgical silk thread. Following a 2-h interval with their dams to recover, the pups were placed in chambers (5 pups per chamber of 1500 ml) where they were exposed to a hypoxic atmosphere (8% oxygen and 92% nitrogen, 5 L/min) for 90 min. The external bottom of the chamber was partially immersed in a 37°C water bath and pups did not have any contact with the water and were kept dry inside the chamber. The animals returned immediately to maternal care after hypoxia. Control animals were submitted to sham surgery, i.e., animals received only anesthesia and neck incision (Miguel et al., 2019a; Miguel et al., 2018; Miguel et al., 2015).

**MPH administration**

Methylphenidate hydrochloride (MPH) (Novartis, Brazil) was dissolved in saline solution (0.9% NaCl) and injected intraperitoneally (dose of 2.5mg/kg, volume of 1 ml/kg) 30 minutes prior to each behavioral session (from PND30 to PND45). Control animals received an equivalent volume of saline solution. The other set of animals (n=5-7/group) received the same daily treatment but did not undergo behavioral tasks – they were designated exclusively to biochemical analysis. The MPH dose of 2.5mg/kg, adopted in this study, corresponds to a medium dose (Dafny and Yang, 2006) and improved attentional deficits of HI animals in our previous study (Miguel et al., 2019a).

**Behavioral Analysis**

The novel-object recognition test was performed on PND 31, and the Morris water maze tests from PND 32 to 37 (reference memory) and from PND 42 to 45 (working memory). All behavioral tasks were conducted from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m., one animal at a time – i.e. the animals were submitted to the same arena for the NOR and the same tank for the MWM task. Two batches of animals were used for the behavioral analysis and we had animals from all experimental groups in both batches. All animals were transferred at the same time from the animal room to the testing room for acclimatization for at least 30 minutes prior to testing. All behavioral analyses were performed by a blind experimenter.

**Novel-object Recognition (NOR)**

The novel-object recognition task is widely used to evaluate learning and memory based on the natural tendency of rodents to interact with a novel object over a familiar one (Ennaceur and Delacour, 1988). On the day previous the NOR task (PND 30), animals were habituated to the apparatus (wood square arena: 54cm length, 38cm width and 45cm height) for 5 minutes. In the following day (PND 31), during the first session, the rats were placed in the apparatus with two similar toys (A and A’, that were LEGO blocks) and the time exploring each object was recorded for a total of 5 minutes. The second session (test phase) was conducted after a 5 minutes interval, aiming to evaluate the short-term memory (Deniz et al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2008). Rats were replaced in the apparatus with a familiar (A) and a novel object (B, that was a ship toy) and the time exploring each object was recorded for 5 minutes. Object exploration was defined when the animal sniffed or touched the object with the paws; climbing onto the object without sniffing was not considered exploration (Klein et
al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2008). Both objects and the apparatus were always cleaned with alcohol 30% between trials. An object preference index was calculated using the test session data, consisting of the difference between the exploration of the new object and the familiar object, divided by the total time exploring both objects (B − A / B + A, where B is the new object and A is the familiar object) (Deniz et al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2008).

Morris Water maze (MWM)

The Morris Water Maze task was used to evaluate spatial learning, long-term reference memory, perseveration in the previous target (reversal learning) and working memory (Vorhees and Williams, 2006). Training in the MWM task started the day after the NOR task (PND 32). The maze was composed by a circular tank (117 cm diameter) virtually divided into 4 quadrants and filled up with water at 22 ± 1°C. A transparent escape platform was 2 cm submerged beneath the water surface and the rats had to learn the platform position based on visual distal cues placed on the walls of the testing room. In each trial (maximum of 60 sec), the rat was placed in the water (facing the tank wall) in an established random position that changed daily and was the same for all animals.

In the spatial learning training, the submerged platform remained at the same position in all daily sessions, and the latency to reach the platform was measured throughout the sessions - 5 sessions with 4 trials/session, 20min inter-trial interval (ITI). In this training, we used a blocking design in which we conducted all the 4 trials in 2-3 cages at a time, respecting the 20min ITI for each rat. If a rat failed to find the platform in 60 sec, it was gently guided through the water and placed on the platform for 10 sec. At the end of each trial, the rat was
towel dried and placed back into its housing cage. After training, on the sixth day, the probe trial to assess long-term reference memory was conducted. The platform was removed, and each rat was placed into the water on the opposite quadrant of the platform target area. The following parameters were measured during this probe trial (60 sec): the latency to reach the first target area crossover, the number of crossings on the target area, the time spent on the target and in the opposite quadrant (Deniz et al., 2018; Klein et al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2008). The reversal learning phase was conducted four days after the probe trial. The location of the platform was switched to the opposite quadrant, measuring the animals’ ability to extinguish their initial learning of the platform’s position and search for a new goal position. It is known that rats rapidly switch their search strategies to the new goal on the first day of reversal testing – and perseverations to the old platform position may be seen on individual trials within this day (Vorhees and Williams, 2006). Therefore, we analyzed the time spent in the previous platform quadrant in 4 trials (5min ITI) on a single day. This testing day was the first session of the working memory protocol. In the working memory protocol, the platform was reallocated daily, and the rats were subjected to 4 trials/day (with an ITI of 5min), during four consecutive days. The mean latencies to find the platform on each trial were calculated for all testing days (Carletti et al., 2016; Pereira et al., 2008). In both the reversal learning and working memory protocols, we conducted the 4 trials in one cage at a time since the required ITI was 5 minutes.

Mature BDNF assay
For mature BDNF analysis we used a different set of animals that did not perform any behavioral task. This procedure was conducted considering that behavioral tasks with long period of training or exercise can quickly alter BDNF levels (Hall et al., 2000; Silhol et al., 2007). At PND 30, animals (5-7/group) started the daily MPH or saline injections that were administered for over the same period of treatment from the animals that performed the behavioral tasks (15 days). Animals were euthanized by decapitation 30min after the last drug injection. The hippocampus and prefrontal cortex were quickly dissected out bilaterally, placed on liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until the biochemical assay.

Mature BDNF concentration was measured through the E-Max ELISA kit (Promega, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the samples of each rat were individually homogenized in lysis buffer (137mM NaCl, 20mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), Igepal (1%), glycerol (10%), 1mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), 0.5mM sodium vanadate, 0.1mM EDTA, and 0.1mM EGTA) and centrifuged for 3min at 14,000 rpm at 4°C. Supernatant was diluted (1:5 v/v) in sample buffer and incubated in 96-well flat-bottom plates previously coated with anti-BDNF monoclonal antibody, and blocked with Block & Sample buffer. After blocking, plates were incubated with polyclonal anti-human antibody for 2 h and horseradish peroxidase for 1 h. Colorimetric reaction with tetramethylbenzidine was quantified in a plate reader at 450 nm; the standard BDNF curve ranged from 0 to 500 pg/mL (Klein et al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2009). All experimental groups were equally distributed in the same plate to avoid technical differences between groups and the BDNF calculation was performed by a blind experimenter.

Statistical analysis
Two-way ANOVA, with lesion and treatment as factors, was used to analyze the NOR task, long-term and working memories in the MWM and the BDNF concentration. Reference training and reversal learning in the MWM were evaluated by repeated-measures ANOVA. Log10 transformation was performed for the variables latency to cross the target, trial 3 in working memory and right hippocampus BDNF concentration to ensure homogeneity of sample variance. For the repeated-measures data, we tested the assumption of sphericity using the Mauchly's Test of Sphericity and if the assumption was violated, we applied the Greenhouse-Geisser correction. When required, analyses were followed by the post hoc Tukey's test for multiple comparisons. All variables were expressed as mean±standard error of the mean (SEM), and the results were considered significant when p<.05. Effect size (partial $\eta^2$) were also reported. Data were analyzed using the IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 20.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results

Novel-object recognition test

Two-way ANOVA demonstrated significant main effects for lesion ($F(1,45)=11.19$, $p<.01$, partial $\eta^2=0.19$) and treatment ($F(1,45)=6.99$, $p<.05$, partial $\eta^2=0.13$) and a trend towards a lesion*treatment interaction effect ($F(1,45)=3.6$, $p=.06$, partial $\eta^2=0.07$) for the novel-object preference index. Tukey's post hoc indicated that the CTS group had higher index when compared to all other groups (Figure 1). Then, the findings demonstrated that...
both the neonatal hypoxia-ischemia and the MPH administration impaired the animal’s ability to discriminate the novel object.

[Please insert Figure 1 here]

Morris Water Maze

Spatial learning

Spatial learning was assessed in the water maze for five consecutive days, with the submerged platform in the same position. Repeated-measures ANOVA showed significant main effects for lesion (F(1,45)=12.96, p<.01, partial $\eta^2=0.22$) and session factors (F(3.32,149.72)=26.86, p<.0001, partial $\eta^2=0.37$) considering the latency to find the platform. No treatment or lesion*treatment*session interaction effects were observed, indicating spatial learning impairment in hypoxic-ischemic rats that was not recovered by MPH administration.

[Please insert Figure 2 here]

Long-term reference memory

In the probe trial, without the platform, two-way ANOVA demonstrated a lesion effect for the variables latency to cross the target (F(1,45)=7.57, p<.01, partial $\eta^2=0.14$) and number of crossings on the target (F(1,45)=6.58, p<.05, partial $\eta^2=0.12$), with no effect of treatment or lesion*treatment interaction effect. These findings showed higher latency to cross the target and fewer number of crossings on the target in hypoxic-ischemic rats,
indicating deficits in long-term reference memory that were not improved by the MPH treatment (Figure 3A and B). No effect was observed for the time spent on the target area nor the time spent in the opposite quadrant (Fig. 3C-D).

[Please insert Figure 3 here]

Perseveration in the previous target (reversal learning)

The platform was relocated to the opposite quadrant aiming to investigate the behavioral flexibility of the animals to extinguish their initial learning of the platform’s position. Within the first day of reversal learning (4 trials, 5min ITI), repeated-measures ANOVA demonstrated lesion \( (F(1,45)=4.09, p<.05, \text{ partial } \eta^2=0.08) \) and trial \( (F(2.03, 91.37)=17.86, p<.0001, \text{ partial } \eta^2=0.28) \) effects, indicating that hypoxic-ischemic animals persevere more in the previous platform location over the trials. Comparing the performance within the 4 trials, we observed that the CTS group decreased their time spent on the previous platform quadrant from the second trial and the CTMPH group from the third trial onwards (Figure 4). On the contrary, both HIS and HIMPH groups did not decrease the latency on the previous platform quadrant throughout the trials (Figure 4A), confirming their difficulty to abandon the previous platform position.

Working memory

To measure working memory capacity, the platform was relocated daily, and the latency to find the new location within 4 successive trials was assessed. Two-way ANOVA performed for each trial demonstrated lesion effect for the third \( (F(1,45)=5.39, p<.05, \text{ partial} \)
η²=0.10) and fourth trials (F(1,45)=8.10, p<.01, partial η²=0.15) but no treatment or lesion*treatment interaction effects were observed. These findings showed working memory impairments in HI animals that were not improved by the MPH administration (Figure 4B).

[Merge figure 4 here]

Mature BDNF assay

BDNF analyses were conducted in the PFC and hippocampus from both hemispheres – ipsilateral and contralateral to the ischemic lesion. Two-way ANOVA did not demonstrate any significant effect for the PFC in both hemispheres (Figure 5A). In the ipsilateral hippocampus, lesion (F(1,20)=11.12, p<.01, partial η²=0.35) and treatment main effects were seen (F(1,20)=6.22, p<.05, partial η²=0.23) and the Tukey post hoc revealed that the HIMPH group had an increase in BDNF levels in comparison to the CTS group (Figure 5B). In the contralateral hippocampus, only a trend towards the lesion effect was observed (F(1,23)=3.48, p=.07, partial η²=0.13) (Figure 5B).

[Merge figure 5 here]

Discussion

The current study was proposed to examine the effects of MPH administration on learning and memory tasks performance and mature BDNF levels in the PFC and hippocampus of young animals that underwent neonatal HI. The findings showed learning
and memory deficits in HI animals in all evaluated parameters, but MPH administration was not able to reverse these deficits in HI animals despite an increase in BDNF levels observed in the ipsilateral hippocampus of the HIMPH group. Additionally, MPH treatment disturbed the animals’ performance in the novel object recognition task.

Both hypoxia-ischemia and MPH administration disturbed the animals’ performance in the NOR task

Findings in the NOR task demonstrated an impairment to discriminate novel and familiar objects by adolescent rats submitted to neonatal HI, as already observed in numerous studies (Deniz et al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2008; Rojas et al., 2013). Considering that we previously demonstrate alterations in DA signaling in the PFC of hypoxic-ischemic rats (Miguel et al., 2019a; Miguel et al., 2018) and that there is evidence that optimal DA levels in this structure are required for object recognition (Hotte et al., 2005; Nagai et al., 2007), we can suggest that the impairment observed in the object recognition may be associated with deregulated DA transmission. Then, we also hypothesized that administration of MPH (that increases extracellular DA levels) could improve object recognition in HI animals. Contrarily to the hypothesis, MPH administration impaired the animals’ recognition of the novel object, surprisingly inducing control animals to have a performance comparable to HI groups. The MPH effects could be justified by the psychostimulant and locomotor effects of this drug (Askenasy et al., 2007). Corroborating this idea, the same MPH dose used in the current study increased the number of entries in the central and peripheral zones of an open field in adolescent rats (Miguel et al., 2019a). We believe that hyperactivity associated with MPH
use may be responsible for an unfocused object exploration and consequently impaired object recognition memory. Disruptive object recognition following MPH administration in control animals was already observed by several authors (Bouchatta et al., 2018; Chuhan and Taukulis, 2006; Heyser et al., 2013; Heyser et al., 2004). In our previous study, we also observed that MPH disturbed learning acquisition in a task involving food reward, corroborating data reporting cognitive impairments related to excessive PFC DA stimulation (as by the MPH administration) (Arnsten, 2011; Floresco, 2013). Thus, considering these unexpected findings, MPH effects under distinct doses and contexts should be carefully assessed and interpreted when evaluating the different studies.

**MPH administration did not alleviate cognitive impairments of HI rats in the water maze task**

Differently from the NOR task, learning in the MWM involves an aversive condition in which animals must find a hidden platform (using spatial cues) to escape from the water. Our results demonstrated impairments resulting from the neonatal HI in all stages of the task: acquisition, probe trial to investigate the retention of long-term memory, working memory and behavioral flexibility. MPH administration had no impact in any of these measures, in both HI and CT animals. It is interesting to note that the detrimental effect of MPH treatment observed in the NOR task was not observed in the MWM task. We believe that MPH-induced hyperactivity, while disturbing object recognition, can favor the search for the escape platform in the MWM – involving higher motivation and focus. However, no significant treatment effect was observed for the latency to find the platform. Further studies should
analyze the effects of different MPH doses in the performance of HI animals using distinctive memory protocols.

Another interesting point to be discussed is that the same MPH dose used in the current study (2.5mg/kg) was shown to reverse the behavioral inflexibility of adolescent HI animals observed in the attentional set-shifting task (Miguel et al., 2019a). Divergent findings may be a result of the design of the tasks: the attentional set-shifting was created to capture specifically this type of PFC-dependent behavior while the MWM is a task mainly designed to capture hippocampal-dependent memory functions. As the hippocampus is one of the most affected brain regions by the HI procedure and has been linked to learning and memory deficits in these animals (Miguel et al., 2015; Pereira et al., 2007), we postulate that MPH benefits were not sufficient to counterbalance the learning impairments related to this extensive atrophy in HI animals. This point can be seen as a disadvantage of the HI model towards other suggested ADHD animal models, since extensive brain lesions are not common in ADHD individuals. However, to confirm that MPH is ineffective in this model, additional investigations using different MPH doses should be tested.

Although pharmacological treatments are relevant for several outcomes, we need to consider that the hypoxic-ischemic lesion is known to be progressive (Diaz et al., 2016; Mishima et al., 2004) and early interventions aiming to diminish its progression and consequent brain atrophy are best options. For example, hypothermia is the standard treatment in infants with moderate to severe hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) but it is often not offered to infants with mild HIE because of a perceived good prognosis (Finder et al., 2019; Miguel & Silveira, 2020). However, we have recently demonstrated that even among healthy preschool children, a history of variations in oxygenation levels at birth is...
associated with poorer cognitive flexibility (Miguel et al., 2019b). In experimental studies, researchers have been combining hypothermia together with pharmacological interventions and exciting results were observed (Huang and Jia, 2019; Huun et al., 2018; Rocha-Ferreira et al., 2018). We suppose that MPH treatment, that has a short half-life (approximately 3h) and is taken acutely to improve cognitive demands is not the most appropriate treatment for subjects with brain lesions. In these cases, early interventions combined with pharmacological treatment could be a more reasonable option, but studies should be carried out to confirm this hypothesis.

Increased BDNF levels in the ipsilateral hippocampus were observed following MPH administration in animals submitted to neonatal HI

Our findings demonstrate that systemic MPH administration (for 15 days) increased BDNF levels in the lesioned hippocampus of HI animals. Higher BDNF levels induced by MPH seem to be an attempt to recover the hippocampal dysfunction widely reported in HI animals (Miguel et al., 2015; Rojas et al., 2013). This dysfunction is not necessarily related to lower BDNF levels, since HI-untreated animals have similar BDNF levels than control rats, but can be associated to other neurotrophic factors, such as NGF and NT-3 (Fantacci et al., 2013).

It is recognized that MPH administration increases DA and NE signaling in the brain (Berridge et al., 2006; Kuczenski and Segal, 2001) and both neurotransmitters seem to regulate BDNF expression in the hippocampus (Mello-Carpes et al., 2016; Williams and Undieh, 2009). In this structure, BDNF is known to induce long-term potentiation (Pang et
al., 2004; Pastalkova et al., 2006), a form of synaptic plasticity that underlies long-term memory formation (Izquierdo and Medina, 1997; Morris, 2003). Although we observe this increase in BDNF levels in the lesioned hippocampus following MPH treatment, the findings in relation to memory formation were not improved by the MPH treatment. We need to consider that the BDNF analysis was performed in animals that did not perform the behavioral tasks, and maybe the stress related to extensive training or physical activity may have interfered with BDNF expression in these animals. Additionally, even though biochemical alteration could be observed following treatment, we believe that the large macroscopic lesion prevents the modifications to affect behavioral function.

Increased BDNF levels, but also other synaptic plasticity parameters, such as ultrastructural changes (longer active zone, thicker postsynaptic density and larger synaptic curvature), were also observed following systemic MPH administration in both control mice (Lee et al., 2012) or in the SHR strain, a recognized ADHD animal model (Kim et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2009). Another interesting point to be mentioned is that BDNF activity is hypothesized to be associated with ADHD pathophysiology (Tsai, 2007; Tsai, 2017) and that 6 or 8 weeks of MPH treatment increased BDNF levels in ADHD patients (Akay et al., 2018; Amiri et al., 2013).

In conclusion, our findings demonstrated that MPH administration in a dose of 2.5mg/kg was not able to improve HI-induced memory deficits, despite the increased BDNF levels observed in the lesioned hippocampus of HIMPH animals. Further studies investigating different MPH doses are needed to determine the dose-response relationship in this model.
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Figures:

Figure 1: Preference index for the novel object in the Novel-object recognition (NOR) task. Results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M. Two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc, Miguel PM, Deniz BF, Confortim HD, de Almeida W, Bronauth LP, Vieira MC, Bertoldi K, Siqueira IR, Silveira PP, Pereira LO. Methylphenidate treatment increases hippocampal BDNF levels but does not improve memory deficits in hypoxic-ischemic rats. J Psychopharmacol. 2020 Jul;34(7):750-758. doi: 10.1177/0269881120913153

\[ p<.05 \]

*CTS different from all other groups. CTS: control treated with saline; CTMPH: control treated with methylphenidate; HIS: hypoxia-ischemia treated with saline; HIMPH: hypoxia-ischemia treated with methylphenidate. \( n=11-13 \) /group.

**Figure 2:** Spatial learning training in the Morris water maze (MWM) task. Results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M. Repeated-measure ANOVA, \( p<.05 \). *Difference between HI
and CT groups over the sessions. CTS: control treated with saline; CTMPH: control treated with methylphenidate; HIS: hypoxia-ischemia treated with saline; HIMPH: hypoxia-ischemia treated with methylphenidate. n=11-13/group.

Figure 3: Performance during the probe trial to measure long-term reference memory in the MWM task. The following parameters are shown: A) Latency to the first cross on the target, B) Number of target crossings, C) Time spent on the target quadrant, and D) Time spent in opposite quadrant. Results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M. Two-way ANOVA, p<.05. *Difference between HI and CT groups. CTS: control treated with saline; CTMPH: control treated with methylphenidate; HIS: hypoxia-ischemia treated with saline; HIMPH: hypoxia-ischemia treated with methylphenidate. n=11-13/group.
Figure 4: Reversal learning (A) and working memory (B) performance in the MWM task. Results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M. Repeated-measures ANOVA (reversal learning) and Two-way ANOVA (working memory), followed by Tukey’s post hoc, p<.05. *Difference between HI and CT groups over the trials. #CTS group decreased time on the previous target from the second trial and CTMPH group decreased latency from the third trial onwards (&). $Difference between HI and CT groups on trials 3 and 4. CTS: control treated with saline; CTMPH: control treated with methylphenidate; HIS: hypoxia-ischemia treated with saline; HIMPH: hypoxia-ischemia treated with methylphenidate. n=11-13/group.
Figure 5: Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) levels in prefrontal cortex (PFC) (A) and hippocampus (B). Results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M. Two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc, p<.05. *HIMPH different from the CTS group in the right hippocampus (ipsilateral to the lesion). CTS: control treated with saline; CTMPH: control treated with methylphenidate; HIS: hypoxia-ischemia treated with saline; HIMPH: hypoxia-ischemia treated with methylphenidate. n=5-7/group.
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